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Abstract. Aiming at the complex security situation, situation assessment
through a comprehensive analysis of the conclusions drawn generalization to
ease management staff awareness and response pressure. From the potential
risks, dynamic threats, using the overlay method and clustering method to
speculate attacks intended, identify coordinated attack and guiding automatic
defense. This model adaptable well, and it’s able to draw more precise
conclusions credible assessment.
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1

Introduction

As the increasingly large, complex and heterogeneous network, security threats, tend
to be diversified, in the face of a large number of different format, form the log and
alarm of each different, the traditional safety assessment have been
overwhelmed[1-3].
With time series analysis as the main line, accurate prediction is extremely difficult
to achieve[4]. But the problem should not be ignored, this paper proposes a
framework for evaluating model of intrusion detection and access control.

1.1

System and Concept

Figure 1 in concept describes the relationship between the safety factor. And we can
use A[1] method against V [1] , also can take C[1] countermeasure to defense against
attacks.
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Fig. 2. This picture shows an example of environment,

D[i ] ∈ D

refer to the

data, S [i ] ∈ S refer to general service specifically refer to the operating system. From the
resource node refers to the dotted line arc single refers to the authorized user nodes, dot-dash
line arc single refers to rely on, arc standard is set operation, the same start-stop, direction and
arc mark dotted line and point crossed into solid line arc overlay welding .

(∀h)(h.OD × И D U h.OS × И S ⊆ Γ S a R
(h.Θ ) ∧ h.( S − {Θ}) ⊆ Ψ O (h.Θ, ⓧ ))

(1)

Φ and Ψ only describe the dominant direct dependence , recessive indirect
dependence or transfer rely on see later . Strict segmentation of dependencies should
be able to form a directed acyclic graph, or illegal infinite recursion relies on, but no
this requirement for authorization.
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2

Main Propose

2.1

The Attack Position

In view of the s services, according to attack the point of discussion: (1)

s.u user
.
(2) s.v
(
s
.
u
)
R
weakness of the attempt to overcome endanger s.v set of permissions ΓV a R ( s.v )
attempts to steal passwords endanger s.u set of permissions ΓU a

that can be exposed, and legal codes usually have execute permissions equivalent.
Attack Θ.u or Θ.v can cause a collapse of the host.
(DoS/DDoS) denial of service attack, also known as the point of weakness, even
though it may not be exposed to permissions, but the threat of attacks over the direct
infringement of availability.

2.2

Risk Measure

Relying on the discrete-time model, the slot δ is the frequency of the measurement
interval of attack, the attacker is defined as the number of contiguous window
counting time slots even into (ti , ti + ( j − i ) × δ ] , with the passage δ Change ：(1)
Adjust the current time. (2) If

δ

has a new attack occurs, the starting time of

ti

unchanged otherwise be adjusted to ti ← ti + δ .

3

Experimental Analysis
Table 1.
Launch time Fall time

Attack and response parameters

Response time

Attack
equivalent

Attack counting sequence

a1

0

5

8

0.24

(7,3,0,2,4)

a2

0

6

9

1.20

(1,3,0,2,0,1)

a3

0

0

11

0.01

a4

0

6

11

0.35

—
(5,3,1,0,4,2)

Table 1 lists the simulation parameters related to four attacks, defense and repair response
includes two areas, covering more value due to breakdown and are not listed. Front-end system
detects an attack, self-starting distributed infringement monitor, repair, infestation can be
manually stopped.
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4

Conclusion

This paper reviews the research situation, analyzes the flaws exposed. Expounded the
security elements, authorization relations and dependencies, discusses the attack
position, risk measure, superposition algorithm and the right to harm conversion.
Then propose a vector-based evaluation algorithm, from three levels assess posture.
The model to eliminate or weaken the defects previously summarized, with good size
scalability, can more truly reflect the security posture.
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